GSK to sponsor Chris Deery’s lecture entitled “What’s new in Paediatric dentistry?” - Visit Stand 25/26 AT BSDHT.

An Introduction to CEREC® - Evening Courses with 3 hours CPD for the Dentist and Practice Members

It is important for a practice, in order to thrive and sustain its financial stability and raise their revenue whilst trading in difficult times, this is achievable with the CEREC® CAD/CAM System.

Now is the perfect time to begin your CEREC® experience with ‘An Introduction to CEREC® Evening Seminar, where you will be able to see for yourself how this well-established and scientifically proven clinical procedure can offer your patients accurate and quick chairside restorations in a single visit and reduce your lab fees dramatically.

Sponsored by Henry Schein Minerva, these practice-building seminars will be led by Dr Julian Caplan in Cardiff on 4th December and Dr Jamie Newlands in Glasgow on 9th December. Costing only £55 per dentist, you can also bring along 2 practice members FREE of charge, combine this with 5 hours verifiable CPD and ‘An Introduction to CEREC® Evening Seminar for any dentist looking to use tomorrow’s technology, today!

To book your place today or for more information, please call Sue O’Bourke on 029 204 2818.

Mouth cancer awareness

Panadent is organising two Free of Charge evening lectures by Dr Vanston on Oral Cancer screening using the rev olutionary Vilizite Plus early cancer screening system. Now for the first time Dentists have Vilizite Plus, a low cost, painless way of providing Patients with accurate oral cancer screening

- 12th November - Warwich University Post Graduate Cen tre - The Day Out for any dentist looking for early cancer screening system.
- 13th November - No8 BDA, 64Wimpole Street London W1G 8ZY.
- Times: 10.30 – 16.30 & 2 Hours verifiable CPD - Light Buffet & refreshments

To book your place: call John Read at Panadent 01689881786.